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Puzzles 

•  Normal state transport 
– magnetoresistance and hysteresis in M(B) and 
R(B) (Panagopoulos et al.) 

•  Superconduc@ng response above Tc 
– Nernst 
– Diamagne@sm 
– ac conduc@vity 



Strange normal behavior 



I. Raicˇevic et al, PRL 101, 177004 (2008) 

LSCO 3% doped, MR and noise 







Interpreta@on – stripe domain 
fluctua@ons 

E. W. Carlson, K. A. Dahmen, E. Fradkin, and S. A. Kivelson: Phys. Rev. Le+. 96, 097003 (2006) 

Issues:  
 1) Nature of coupling to magne@c field? 
 2) Flipping large domains has large poten@al barrier 
 3) Canonical Stripes cannot have loose ends  



Weak Ferromagne@sm in LSCO 
Coupling AF to B in LSCO: 

c 

Thio et al, PRB 1988 

Gozar, et al, Fron@ers in Magne@c Materials 
(Ed. A.V. Narlikar), Spinger‐Verlag Berlin 
Heidelberg, pp. 755‐789 (2005)  

Sign of AF  sign of weak FM! 



Coupling stripes to magne@c field 

   A 

   A 

   B 

   B 

B  large: SB = 0 

+ AF <‐> + Mz 

‐ AF  <‐> ‐ Mz 

Charge stripes 

B > 0: SA > SB 

B = 0: SA = SB 

M0~ 2 .103 L2 µB
L ~ 1/(2x) 
e.g. L = 4 @ x = 12.5% 

@ x = 3%: M0 =0.5 µB 
L 

L 



Fluctuator model 

For T < typical barrier height U,  and no interaction
 between fluctuators (Preisach model)
magnetizaton is 

h ‐  “bias”, e.g. tetragonal distor@on 
ξ – random poten@al (atomic and configura@on) 

C. Panagopoulos, PRL 96, 047002 (2006) 



Consequences of fluctuator model 
•  Hystere@c behavior for M0 B > kB T in magne@za@on and resis@vity 
•  1/f noise (Dura‐Horn) 

•  The strength interac@on between fluctuators can be determined from 
devia@ons from Preisach model (loop congruency) 

4.2K 

3% LSCO: Magnetoresistance loops are not congruent (‐> interac@on!),  
but magne@za@on ones are (almost, ‐> no interac@on! ) 

Contribu@ons of fluctuators are addi@ve in M, but not in R! 



Stripe‐based resis@vity model 
random resistor network 

4 resistors arached to every node    : 
Two small (      , Rs) and two large (     , Rl) 
(“Six‐vertex model”) 

Lowest resis@vity is achieved for SA = SB 
Percola@on. 
If approach by disordering smec@c,  

 

R

= [N(1− | p |)Rs + N | p | Rl ] / N
= Rs+ | p | (Rl − Rs )

p ~ (SA − Sb ) / (SA + Sb )

Recall                            ‐> posi@ve linear MR! p ∝M ∝ B



Strange fluctua@ng SC behavior 



Nernst at T >Tc 

Wang et al, Phys. Rev. B 64, 224519 (2001) 



Finite frequency superfluid s@ffness  
In in BSCCO  

Also, P. Armitage (JHU), UNPUBLISHED on LSCO 

J. Orensein e al, Ann. Phys. (Leipzig), 15, No. 7 – 8, 596 – 605 (2006) 



Similar trends in LSCO, P. Armitage (JHU), UNPUBLISHED 

J. Orensein e al, Ann. Phys. (Leipzig) 15, No. 7 – 8, 596 – 605 (2006) 

Phase diagram for BSCCO 

Tc 

Nernst 



B 

−∇T

V 

T  slightly higher than Tc – Nernst  

B 

−∇T

V 

T  significantly higher than Tc – No Nernst! 
(heat current can avoid SC regions) 

B 

−∇T

V 

If SC regions have large aspect  
ra@o (stripes!) heat current  
cannot avoid them  
‐> Phase slips 



Evidence for 2D SC (pi‐SC s@rpes?) 

E. Berg et al, PRL 99, 127003 (2007)  

Q. Li et al, Phys. Rev. Ler. 99, 067001 (2007)  



Stripe model for Nernst  

B 

−∇T
L = 1/(2x) 

Δ
Vortex density 

Energy of phase slip 

Tunneling rate 

Transverse voltage due to phase slips (LAMH) 

Nernst coeff: 

4

Assuming now that the barrier heights are distributed
uniformly in the interval of interest with the probabil-
ity density PU , we can average over them to obtain the
magnetization noise spectrum

SM (!) !M2
0P!(h)PU

(kBT )2

!
(6)

*********
* Compare with experiments [6]
* Say something about Nernst – spin gap due to AF

formation. Don’t need SC
* Besides the ordered and disordered stripe patters,

other related ordered patterns can exist, more later (3:1
checkerboards + fluctuations: do another figure: 3:1,
1:1:2, and snapshot; relate to Ca2!xNaxCuO2Cl2 [10]).

* speculate about the quantum case, higher level RVB,
or even mixture of AF and RVB.

****

HIGHER DOPING – QUANTUM
FLUCTUATIONS. “HIERARCHICAL RVB” ?

MODEL OF RESISTIVITY.
MAGNETORESISTANCE

NERNST EFFECT FROM STRIPED
SUPERCONDUCTOR

There is significant evidence from transport and mag-
netization measurements that the remnant of supercon-
ductivity in underdoped cuprates persistes to tempera-
tures much higher than Tc [16–18]. There is however a
puzzle: The temperature windows where anomalous re-
sponses exist vary from probe to probe. The diamgnetism
and the Nernst responses appear at consistently higher
temperatures than the infrared and THz signatures of
fluctuating superconductivity.

While it may be possible to reconcile the discrepancy
by making special assumptions about the vortex dynam-
ics, it is interesting to explore if spatially inhomogeneous
superconductivity can provide an alternative resolution
of this puzzle. Even Orenstein is curious [18], Whether
a fast vortex can emerge from either strong correlations
or inhomogeneity in the cuprates is a fascinating area of
future research. “Fast vortex” is what they need in order
to makes sense of the apparent discrepancy.

In fact, if superconductivity is inhomogeneous, it is
easy to obtain a situation when there is a finite dia-
magnetic response without any observable signature in
transport. Just imagine grains of SC imbedded into a
“vegetable” background, such that the SC grains do not
form a percolating network, i.e. their inter-grain Joseph-
son coupling is very weak. Then, one expects nothing
unusual in the electrical transport – no matter what the

dissipative current has to go through non-SC regions and
that will dominate the resistivity. Only at very low tem-
peratures when the grain phases lock due to Josephson
there will be superconducting contribution to conductiv-
ity. On the other hand, the grains will tend to expel
magnetic field all the way up to the temperature where
the SC inside the grain disappears. The field will be ex-
pelled from inside the grains very e!ectively if they are
bigger in size than the penetration depth ", but even if
not the field penetration will be suppressed by the pres-
ence of the SC regions.

This simple picture is however incomplete: Even
though it could explain di!erent onset temperatures for
superconducting corrections to magnetization and elec-
trical transport, it cannot explain the surprising ther-
mal transport experiments by Ong. They observe a large
Nernst signal in the same range of temperatures as dia-
magnetism, which is much wider than narrow window of
temperatures where infrared and THz see fluctuating su-
perconductivity. How can it be that for electrical trans-
port the superconductivity becomes irrelevant, but for
the thermal transport – not?

The physical picture of the Nernst e!ect by Ong is that
there are regions of SC and when vortices enter them and
drift due to thermal gradient, a transverse voltage is nat-
urally generated. However, there is a problem with this
picture. For vortex to enter a SC it has to overcome a
potential barrier, since it has to nucleate a normal region
of size # within the grain. Therefore, the SC grains are
e!ectively thermal insulators (except for small thermal
conductance due to nodal quasiparticles in the case of
d-wave). If the SC grains are imbedded into more ther-
mally conducting matrix, e.g. metal, the thermal cur-
rent will avoid the SC grains. Thus the Nernst signal
should become quasiparticle-dominated, which is of op-
posite sign from what is observed experimentally. For the
superconductor to be relevant, the thermal current has to
be forced to traverse superconductor. That is, avoiding
superconductor has to be made costly, despite its small
volume fraction, particularly startling at higher temper-
atures and lower dopings. How to achieve that? One
possibility is to organize SC regions into stripes. Then,
as the heat travels through this spaghetti, it is better for
it to cross it, than to go all the way around. An e!ective
mechanism for heat transfer across a 1D superconductor
is a phase slip [19].

Let us estimate the Nernst signal in the stripe state.
We will assume first that the stripes form perfect array
with interstripe distance $ = 1/2x. The magnitude of the
SC gap on stripe is ", and the coherence length along the
stripe is #. In the transverse direction the superconductor
is concentrated within the area % ! ac, where a and c
are the lattice constants in the respective crystallographic
directions.

During the phase slip the superconductivity in stripe is
destroyed within volume #%, which carries the energy cost
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!F ! N0!2!", where N0 is the density of states near the
Fermi level. Taking ! = 50mV and N0 ! 1/(eV " a2c),
we obtain !F ! 25(!/a) K or about 100 K. Neglecting
quantum fluctuations, using the LAMH approach, the
rate with which the phase slips occur over the elemen-
tal piece of SC of length ! is " ! T !c exp(#!F/T ). The
pre-exponential factor is only an estimate. In MH theory
it is proportional to Tc # T ; however, in our setting we
should understand T !c not as the global 3D phase coher-
ence temperature, but as the temperature of onset of SC
fluctuations on stripes, which in principle may turn out
to be as high as the pseudogap temperature T !. The MH
theory is only expected to apply near T !c , and therefore
we treat T !c as a parameter that lies somewhere between
the actual Tc and T !.

The rate " increases rapidly with increasing tempera-
ture. Thus in the presence of temperature gradient, the
slips “from” the hot side of the stripe will be occurring
more frequently than from the cold side. In the absence of
magnetic field the phase slips will only cause voltage fluc-
tuations but no DC voltage, since both vortices and an-
tivortices participate equally in the heat transport. How-
ever, in the presence of magnetic field B, there is a net
concentration of vortices equal to B/#0, whose thermal
flow will generate net voltage via the Josephson relation.
Each tunneling vortex creates a transverse voltage pulse
V $t = #0. Subtracting the vortex current from the cold
side and the current from the hot side, and averaging
over time we get that the voltage across the segment of
stripe of length ! is

V̄! = #0["(T + !T )# "(T )](%!B/#0). (7)

The last factor counts the number of vortices within the
area !%. We can also estimate the temperature di#eren-
tial across the stripe as !T = $T %. Finally, dividing
V! by the segment length ! we obtain the Nernst electric
field,

Ey !
!FT !c

T 2
%2B &xT e"!F/T (8)

and the Nernst coe$cient

eN =
Ey

Bz &xT
! kB!FT !c

!T 2
%2 e"!F/T (9)

where we put the fundamental constant in to get the
correct dimensions, [eN ] =V/(K Tesla). Therefore, we

find

eN ! 100(%/a)2 e"!F/T

!
nV

K Tesla

"
, (10)

which is consistent with the typical value cited for
cuprates at about 500 nV/(Tesla K).

Acknowledgments: We acknowledge useful discus-
sions with .... This work was carried out under the aus-
pices of the National Nuclear Security Administration of
the U.S. Department of Energy at Los Alamos National
Laboratory under Contract No. DE-AC52-06NA25396
and supported by the LANL/LDRD Program.
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Rela@on between Nernst, 
diamagne@sm and op@cs 

•  Diamagne@sm: 
– Enough to have disconnected SC grains 

•  Nernst 
– Need extended superconduc@ng regions to 
prevent heat (and vor@ces) flowing around SC 
regions, but not necessarily globally connected 

•  Op@cs (      , finite superfluid s@ffness) 
– “Globally” connected SC regions? What is the 
relevant length scale? 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Extension to higher doping 

Nernst exists to higher dopings, at least up to op@mal. What do stripes do there? 
Quantum fluctuate? 

Model: “six vertex” model + quantum fluctua5ons 

Fluctua@ng stripes – Fluctua@ng AF 
 (spin liquid, “macro‐RVB”) 

Seen already??? 

Ca2‐xNaxCuO2Cl2 
T. Hanaguri et al (2004) 



‘Well, the stripes are easy, but what about the 
horse part?’ – on “Turing parerns” in 
morphogenesis 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